
Standing Out  
Amongst all the Noise

 

Increased national 
media coverage 

Success 
Snapshot

 

As Georgia’s research and innovation hub, Augusta University 

is home to hundreds of leading experts in education, healthcare 

and business. Recognizing an exciting opportunity to have a greater impact with
media relations, they decided to make their expertise more accessible.
 

As Director of News and Information, Heather Henley set out to find out new ways of
using their experts more strategically, boosting visibility to help them stand out in a
noisy world and making it easier for those mainstream journalists to find their experts
and cover their stories. When Henley put her strategy into action, the results started to
take shape — getting the attention of more than just media. 
 

Through a thoughtful process of how to show their faculty expert content - including
varying assets from videos and books to published works and research focus - they
were able to hit all the high notes for both the faculty and those looking for them.
Combining that with proactively sharing relevant and interesting stories that digitally
embedded the faculty’s profile details within them to the media and they were off to
the races. A well thought out strategy that used both hands on and digital
components was the key. 
 

Having experts ready and engaged with a proactive communications team makes all
the difference when it comes to timely news or relevant stories. Becoming a
destination for experts and media alike means being prepared to take advantage of
any and all opportunities.

 

Growth of faculty 

expert participation & 

leadership engagement

Want to know how Expertise Marketing can work for you?  
Contact Deanne Taenzer for your free evaluation  today.
 
1-800-693-9126    e: dtaenzer@expertfile
 

Turning Visibility into Value.  How Augusta
University’s focus on faculty experts
resulted in engagement - both internally
and externally.

"Pushing Spotlights
Content to our news site
led to a lot of media

pickup"

Rachel Robbins
Digital Content Specialist, 

Augusta University

Heather Henley 
Director of News and

Information, 
Augusta University

 

"Part of our media

training plan is finding the

right placements for the

right experts and knowing

where their

comfort level lies,”

34% average open rate 

of media newsletter

More visibility through a 

518% increase in profile views


